
 
 

What a fun week at Chandler Jewish Playgroup! We did 
so many different crafts and games we didn’t want the 
week to end!  On Monday, we started learning about the 
Parsha of the week- Chayei Sarah.  In this parsha, 
Eliezer goes to find a wife for Yitzchak.  He brings her 
lots of presents, and beautiful jewelry.  We used beads 
and pipe cleaners to make beautiful jewelry for our moms! 
We made some for ourselves 
too, of course! Eliezer asked 
Hashem for a sign to show him 
who will be the right girl for 
Yitzchak.  The sign was that 
when he will ask the girl for 
water to drink from the well, 
she will offer to give not only 
him water but to his camels 
too! Right after that Rivka 
comes and offers water to Elizer and to the camels! Now 
he knew she was the right one for Yitzchak.  We learned 
all about how wells work- and even made our own! We are 
so lucky that we don’t have to carry water from wells 
anymore and instead have faucets that give us water!  
We like to get our exercise by taking a walk outside to 
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We are so excited for our 
new preschool building!!! 

We are collecting 
baby food jars for a 
project- if you have 
any empty jars we 

would really 
appreciate it! 

 

Happy 
Birthday 
Toby!!!!!! 
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check on the construction- the building is getting so high we 
can’t wait for it to be done and to have brand new classrooms! 
This week Morah Masha taught us another way to exercise- 
Yoga! We practiced taking deep breaths and all sorts of 
different yoga poses- check out the pictures to see how silly 
we looked! 
This week’s letter of the week was F.  F for Fluffy Feathers 
and Funny Fire trucks! Our Morahs took out a new toy this 
week- word puzzles! We are all really good at putting them 
together! 
Our Hebrew Letters of the week were Daled and Hey- we had 
a fun Alef Bais hunt and had a blast finding all of the letters 
that were hiding around the Shul.  
Can’t wait for next week!  
Have a great Shabbos, 
Morah Masha and Morah Miriam 
 


